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Acknowledge/thank IPWEA as organisation and sponsorsOptimised or Open Decision Making is the science of balancing of costs, opportunities and risks against desired performance outcomes of assets to deliver customer needs. ODM is important as in our jobs we use data, from an array of sources, to predict and guide our responses to events.ODM is key to us delivering the safest, most productive transport corridors – now and into the future. ODM relies heavily on good quality datasets and evidence.Evidence based decision making is crucial to our sector for a number of reasons:To focus our efforts and monitor progressTo meet accountability requirementsTo enable continuous improvement and adaption.Lets look at adaption for a minute.Congestion, pollution, millennials, politics and mobility as a service are driving rapid social change.For car maker Jaguar / Land Rover, this resulted in a 90M Pound loss in 3 months of 2018 as people stopped wanting their diesel vehiclesAs an essential public service provider, land transport in New Zealand needs to be ready to respond to global changes to better serve our communities NZTAs response is to enable digital engineering across the sectorThere is plenty to do, and we’re keen to collaborate.
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• $2.8 billion decision:
• Are we gearing NZ’s 

roading assets ?
• for the best future?
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New Zealand has around 100,000km of public roads.Currently, NZTA invests about $2.8B on land transport maintenance and operations each year. About $28/m - Is this the right amount? How do we clearly demonstrate to our customers and the public that we have optimised the roading asset management programmes?Last year, working with the sector, a business case was produced that indicated significant gains if we move New Zealand’s processes for roading asset management into the digital world. This transformation was estimated to cost up to $100m.The business case has been accepted by NZTA and endorsed by Local Government leaders.The first step on this journey is trying to identify some of the emerging issues and challenges we might come up against.



Industry 4.0
To boldly go . . . or be left behind
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Industry 4.0  slideWe live in an era of disruption.It’s been named Industry 4.0 and it is the 4th Industrial Revolution. DigitalDigital transformation is at the core of Industry 4.0.Digital is the radical reshaping of processes and behaviours, across business and throughout social interactions by exploiting advanced technologies and data analytics.This reshaping is important.  Some sectors are already being dramatically transformed. And with this radical change comes disruption.   Think about the path from VHS cassettes in 1990 to DVDs through to the emergence of Netflix in 2005.And don’t forget to add in laser discs and Blu-ray along the way.Things can change fast, industry leader one day, obsolete the next.Land transport needs to move with the times or risk being left behind.But we will always need roads right?So being left behind for land transport might manifest itself in a different way.Perhaps as decreasing budgets due to opinions overriding a vacuum of factsOr worse?



Digital reshapes 

lives and businesses
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Worldwide Speed

100M landlines 70+ years

2,000M iPhones 
operating

Less than 11 years
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Digital reshapes lives slide – quick example slideAnd digital is reshaping lives and society itself. Smart, mobile devices have become an integral and essential part of everyday life.  This technology has connected our customers and has driven a desire for faster, better, now.And then think about this – it 70 years for the world to have 100 million landlinesBy comparison it took Apple under 11 years to reach two billion iPhones operating globally.And those phones do more than just attach to a wall and make voice calls.And they don’t come with a manual.



Land Transport 4.0 – Driving into the Digital Dimension
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Digital 
analytics tools

Service and 
demand 
insights

Improved 
processes & 

decisions

Reduced 
frustration

Sector 
productivity 

gains The Digital 
Steering Wheel

Benefits of ODM for Land Transport

Remove wasted, duplicated effort

Improve process efficiency

Improve customer service

Improve road information quality

Provide structure for consistent records

Improved asset management decisions
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Industry 4.0 & Land Transport slideSo what does Industry 4.0 mean for ODM in the land transport sector?  How it might change our business and our customers lives and their expectations.  Together, the sector needs to investigate and understand how technology will reshape our sector.It’s about getting NZ thinking and actioning ahead of the curve.It is increasingly clear that industry 4.0 will disrupt our understanding of customer expectations, sector productivity, and ultimately the way our value chain works. Other sectors suggest that Industry 4.0 will result in :Higher and faster consumer engagement, disruption of some of historic demand projection and decision-making models Said another way:  Evidence-based decision-making will be the only sustainable way for our sector to keep delivering public value and maintain public trust in an increasing tech savvy world. This logically leads us to a series of activities geared to “reinventing the core” of land transport.   This has already been demonstrated internationally in other sectors.Australia example in manufacturingIn Australia, the advantages have been demonstrated in manufacturing where three factories across three different states have been producing the same product. After standardising the core infrastructure and data systems, when one factory finds a better way of doing something, the whole company benefits times three. There is no bespoke work around needed to implement the improvement at another factory. And this could apply to New Zealand up to 90 times over when applied across the all the road controlling authorities and highways contracts. The key fact is this we are going to need to do some things differently if we are to make sense and respond well to: connectivity, autonomy, electrification, sharing, and other shifts in technology and consumer behaviour. 



Integrated Compliance Data
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168 hours / month 5 hours / month
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An example closer to homeDrinking Water Compliance Checks7 Council drinking water compliance systems were transferred to a single compliance teamThe compliance team was responsible for checking and producing monthly compliance summary reports.Data intensive,  4.2 Staff (manager (PT) and 3 analysts and a senior analyst) 5 Days each per month $126K Annual Reporting Costs $50k Business Systems Analyst 1 Revised Staffing requirements .5 Revised processing time $525 Revised Annual Reporting Costs 20 Times Saving and reduced risk as reduced manual data manipulation and reliance on high skilled staff being available during reporting week (illness, holidays, etc)  5.0 Payback on Investment (Months) Plus benefits in consistency in grading, repeatable answers, ie actually a Grade C not A as reported to politicians. 



Getting on with the lingo is 
Standard business
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A national asset data language 

Recognised national need, 
developed in partnership:

• launch from June
• exchange or storage model
• Trials and phased roll out
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How do we demonstrate ODM?The answer is in part standardisation. The answer is in part benchmarking.Some people like benchmarking others aren’t so keen.My experience with benchmarking – has been revealing.In one case, our legacy understanding was we were doing great – industry leading practice. Asset management maturity was good.The reality was we were under investing –  mostly maintenance budgets were well under peer benchmarks, when age of assets was taken into account. Data StandardisationThe concept of data standards is not new. The finance sector has been working under such a model for over one hundred years.  Data standardisation is about setting the specifications of a common data ‘language’.  In the infrastructure sector this was first talked about when the 2013 LG Infrastructure Efficiency Advisory Report was published.This was followed up more explicitly by Treasury in its 2015 National Infrastructure Plan.A study for the UK government concluded that standardisation improves business efficiency, increases innovation and delivers better resilience. So what about the Asset Management Data Standard for Land Transport? In May 2017, first suite of data standards was released.  These covered areas of council pipes, light buildings and roads. However, the sectors have struggled, for various reasons, to implement and embed these data standards. Now, supported by Local Government New Zealand through the REG programme, NZTA is working to make sure this value is realised for the NZ roading sector. And working with the National Technical Standards Committee, we are getting aligned with Water NZ and implementing the pipes standards too.The new version of the roading standard is on target for launch from June 2019 when a phased implementation will begin.



Where the 
rubber 

meets the 
road . . . 



Layers of Success
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Success involves partnership
• Supporting local 

funding/resourcing 
challenges

• Using existing sector 
groups and partnerships

• Menu of Options approach
• Phased, national roll out 

with regional variations
• Being agile - needs and 

challenges will vary
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Rolling standardisation out nationwide – across around 90 road controlling authorities and highways contracts – will be a huge and very real challenge.We recognise that RCA staff have their existing workloads and funding constraints. As we design the implementation approach, NZTA recognises that it will need to continue to listen and engage with the sector and be ready to be agile. Our thinking is “this new way needs to be easier and more reliable” than what we have today This means implementation needs to be based on understanding and working with:local and regional financial planning processes are in lock down every three years between November and June.people are busyEngaging with existing working groups and partnerships between central and local government - don’t make new groups and place unnecessary additional demands on RCA time.In particular the REG groups and also Water NZ through the National Technical Standards CommitteeNZTA doesn’t have a monopoly on all the great ideas to making the Standard work well. – there are smart people throughout the sectorSuccess will require true sector collaboration.Learning from other sectors, he hardest part of enabling digital ODM is the implementing of standardisation.Standardisation needs to go hand in hand with investment in technology, information needs, business processes and training.So coordination – of timing, resources and tools - is critical to making the roll out successful.



Targeted AMDS Implementation
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AMDS, 
METACONNECT 
& DESIGN TOOLS 

AMDS, 
METACONNECT & 
TECH ENABLERS



Proposed Consistent Foundation / Key Technology Enablers

Data 
Exchange

Evidenced Decision Making for Land Transport



Key technology Enabler – AMDS & Quality
• Principles & schema
• PDF not easily consumable
• Micrographics/Metaconnect

• Seamless stage, management and sharing
platform

• Production & Test Environments
• Collaboration with National Technical Standards

Committee (NTSC) & LINZ

• National QA System
• Data quality assurance
• MyRoads business rules

Evidenced Decision Making for Land Transport



Key technology Enabler - Capture
• Safe data capture (staff)
• Rapid, repeatable, consistent
• Seamless plug & play
• Nationally applicable
• Enables rapid audits of risks & works

Evidenced Decision Making for Land Transport



Key Technology Enabler - Systems
• Make the best of what we have now – RAMM
• ONRC Monitoring Modules – Complete
• Current needs – traffic count, improved reports, laser fault codes 
• Future needs - temporal reporting, ONRC +, green infrastructure /assets

Optimised Decision Making for Land Transport
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Roadmaps to Guide the Way

GAP

RCA

RISKS

PLAN

ROLL IT

PARTS

BAU
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Planning the route ahead to embedding ODM

Jun 2019: First Tranche AMDS Released

Dec 2019: Draft Implementation Plan

Sept 2020: Implementation Plan ready for 
inclusion in draft 2021 National Land 
Transport Plan

July 2021 First generation national roll out 
(18 months)

July 2024:  Second generation of the national 
roll out (18 months)

From 2027:   Digital Engineering ODM 
normalisation and move to BAU 

IPWEA SOUTH ISLAND
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Process to get thereDec 2019: 	Draft Implementation plan (business case) developed targeting first generation rollout within 2021 Long Term Plans Sept 2020: 	Local refinement of business case for inclusion in draft 2021 National Land Transport Plan and Long-Term PlansJuly 2021: 	First generation of the national roll out (implementation) of NZ roading metadata standards (18 months)2023:   	First generation benchmarking of evidence-based investment programmes July 2024:  	Second generation of the national roll out (implementation) of NZ roading metadata standards2026: 	Second generation benchmarking of evidence-based investment programmesFrom 2027:   	Digital Engineering normalisation  and move to BAU    benefits (BIM) enabled, measurable and reported. review and regular maintenance of AMDS and technology as BAU
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Thank you. Any Questions?

amds@nzta.govt.nz
www.nzta.govt.nz/amds
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Talk about data tags opportunity:Standardised data opens the world of data tagsNew contract manager or response team post event.While driving down the road – Hey Siri – tell me about this piece of the network. “this road was first constructed in 1880s with a significant widening project in the 1950s when it was double lane-d. There are 23 bridges all over 60 years in age. There are 108 retaining structures as the area is know for land instability issues. It was historically a high crash areas until the speed limit was lowered to 80km in 2007. This is a key journey with 30,000 vehicle movements a day, peaking in summer at around 45,000 vehicle movements. Digital ODM is key to us delivering the safest, most productive transport corridors – now and into the future. New technology will allow the transport sector and our partners to optimise our decision making through the best collection and management of asset data digitally.Industry 3.0 saw a step change in land transport with the mass production of the carIndustry 4.0 is about to significantly change our world againEmbedding the national asset data standard is essential for our sector, as a whole, to improve information access, optimise and open up business decision-making and deliver radically changing customer outcomesTogether, as a sector, we need to be ready to embrace it, leverage it, shape it.Thank you
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